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TODAY’S CHALLENGES.
SCHOOL FOODSERVICE
School foodservice operators must deliver
healthy, wholesome meals that will appeal 
to students tastes without sacrificing 

nutritional value. Food safety is a given... 
providing variety and quality meals using free commodities,
decreased federal meal program support and state funding is
the challenge. 

COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY 
FOODSERVICE

Meal plans, on-campus food courts, pubs,
branded restaurant concepts and self-
operators branding, it is all about 
providing variety and choice. Commuter
schools must offer grab-and-go food, while resident pro-
grams offer ethnic specialties, vegetarian and vegan options, as
well as comfort foods. Contract foodservice is a common 
solution, and branded concepts and food courts the norm.
Maintaining quality, while controlling costs is the challenge.

HOSPITAL 
FOODSERVICE

Pressure to reduce costs or even become
a profit center. Hospital foodservice must compete
with local restaurants for staff, visitor and even some patient
meals. Food safety remains a key concern for patients with
suppressed immune systems. FSDs and R.D.s strive to
deliver flavorful and nutritious meals for patients on low-
sodium and restricted diets.

NURSING/ELDERCARE 
FOODSERVICE

The US population continues to age and the need for a variety
of  assisted living and senior-care facilities will continue to keep
pace. While food safety is a major concern
for all their residents and patients, food
quality, nutrition and variety are 
important to private, for-profit, and 
high-end senior facilities. Staffing and
cost control are always a challenge.

Equipment designed for institutional foodservice.

Food safety, staffing, training, meal

participation, food costs, labor costs and

competition...some issues and concerns

are universal to all foodservice operators.

However, institutional operators 

face a unique set of  challenges to 

deliver quality meals to a client base

with diverse tastes and many 

meal alternatives.

Lang equipment is recommended and

specified by foodservice design consultants

for institutional projects around the world.

Its ability to meet unique market needs and

provide effective service life makes it a

wise institutional investment. 

Aside from providing equipment, Lang

is in the business of solving problems and

providing peace of mind.



District budgets are tight. So we buy equipment that
is versatile, built to last and designed to help us feed
students healthier and more appealing meals.

Lang convection ovens are the ideal choice 
for institutional kitchens and bakeries.

The language of 
K-12 Schools...

• No Fryer... No Problem.
• Learning curves should stay in the classroom.
• Production is critical.  Lunchtime only lasts one hour.

CONVECTION OVENS 
featuring Enviro™ Controls

Lang convection ovens are legendary for their durability and 
throughput. New ChefSeries models host evolutionary features
designed to make cooking with a Lang convection oven even easier.
Large-view tempered glass doors make it easy for kitchen staff  to 
monitor cooking progress.  A two speed fan has been incorporated to
provide more consistent cooking of  delicate items.  Enviro Controls
maintain precise temperatures, virtually eliminating the need to rotate
pans.  And, Lang ChefSeries ovens have been engineered to streamline
maintenance with all service items located on the front of  the oven.

The new ChefSeries Convection Ovens have higher power input, a
higher top-end temperature, great-looking contemporary design, Lang
durability, and the BEST bake in the business!

Standard Performance Features: 
• Enviro Controls – Precise roasting and baking up to 525°F.
• Two-speed auto-reversing fan – ensures even temperatures. 
• No rotating of pans required!
• Extra Large Capacity – 6 racks and 12 pan slides.
• Indirect Fired Heat Exchanger (gas models) – eliminates gas

fumes in the oven cavity.
• Heavy-Duty Doors – with full view double pane windows.
• Dual Door Opening System – one-hand opens BOTH doors.
• Fahrenheit and Celsius Display.
• Cook & Hold Feature.
• Temperature Controlled Shut-Down Feature.

Model Choices:
• Gas or electric models; single and double stacked.

Next Generation Enviro Controls: 
• Enhanced temperature sensitivity maintains

consistent roasting and baking.
• Pulse and One-Shot Steam Injection – 

for moist, flavorful products.
• Intuitive design simplifies training.
•  Extra Large Digital Time Display 

and Dial Temperature Control – 
easily viewed from across the 
kitchen. (EnviroStar)

• Programmable one-touch 
cooking. (EnviroZone)

TM



GRIDDLES
Lang griddles are known for their uniform cooking surface 

temperatures, tight temperature control and durable, easy-to-clean
highly polished cooking surface. Lang griddles are perfect for 
institutional kitchens.

Model Choices:
• NEW ChefSeries™ Griddles — 

Available 24," 36," 48," 60" and 72" widths.
• Both gas & electric models.
• Drop-In models for display cooking.
• A grooved griddle plate option for marking.
• FAST...two-sided cooking with optional Clamshell®.

LANG Enviro Controls:
• EnviroZone™ Microprocessor Controls — 

A ChefSeries exclusive!  Touch pad setting of  temperature in
5°F increments.  Automatic temperature change for differing
dayparts.  Built-in self  diagnostic system.

Standard Performance Features:
• 1" or 11/4" thick griddle plates.
• Precision machined, low porosity cooking surface.

• Side and rear splash.
• Oversize grease drawers.

The Lang ChefSeries Griddle delivers more uniform surface 
temperatures, tighter temperature control and higher production.*
*See Performance Test No. 5011.04.06, 
Food Service Technology Center, March 2004.

The language of 
Colleges & Universities...

• Menu variety is vital.
• Kitchen systems often run 24/7, serving all meal periods.
• Never-ending battle with off campus competition.

We must deliver the menu diversity, fresh-cooked
variety and quality that today’s college students
demand... often 24-hours a day.

TM

(L to R) Optional 
poly-board, side grease
buckets, and stainless steel
front tray.



TWO-SIDED CLAMSHELL®

GRIDDLES
Lang invented two-sided griddle cooking to cut cook times

in half, increase production per foot of  griddle, and increase the
flavor, juiciness and integrity of  grilled products. 

When you need faster peak production of  popular grilled
foods – burgers, chicken, fish fillets, steaks and other proteins –
you need a Lang Griddle/Clamshell package. Lang Clamshells
are perfect for institutional kitchens, providing the best in 
performance and reliability.

Models & Combinations:
• Both gas & electric 24" wide Clamshells.
• 12" wide electric Modular Clamshells.
• Multiple 12" Clamshells on 24"-72" griddles.

Standard Performance Features:
• Instant-ON when Clamshell is lowered — 

Quickly-cools when raised.
• No preheating necessary.
• Powerful infrared heat cuts cooking time.
• Adjustable clearance for variations in 

product thickness.
• Stainless steel heat deflector & 

splatter shield.
• Large cool-grip, 

full-width lift handle.

The Lang Clamshell infrared heat 
rapidly browns, seals in juices and cuts 
cook times in half! Unlike dual surface 
griddles with direct contact upper plates, 
Lang Clamshell Hoods easily 
accommodate variations in product 
thickness, while allowing 
full use of griddle space.

We’re practically in the hotel business... meals must be
delicious and nutritious, offering the variety needed 
to handle all meal occasions.

The language of 
Eldercare/Daycare feeding...

• Multi-function is a must.
• Kitchens are designed for efficiency, requiring smaller, 

faster, more versatile equipment that saves labor and space.

Optional “grooved” griddle
enhances presentation.



When our chairman walks in for lunch, we have
to be able to offer the latest in food trends... our
equipment must support our menu with 
flexibility and performance.

The language of 
Contract Feeding ...

• From private dining to factory cafeterias.
• Executive chefs as well as line cooks need to feel 
comfortable with the equipment’s performance.

PANEBELLA®
SANDWICH TOASTERS
Toasted hot sandwiches on fresh, craft-made breads, flatbreads

and crusty rolls are growing in popularity and a delicious way to 
add a signature item to the menu.  A Lang PaneBella Panini-style
sandwich toaster can add variety and boost perceived value for your
daily sandwich offerings while adding appetizing grill marks to a
variety of  foods. The professional Lang PaneBella Series sandwich
toasters are built to last with heavy-duty materials and reliable 
components unlike import and consumer-grade products not made
to stand up to everyday use and abuse.

Model Choices:
• Single & twin models in either 9” or 14” 

toasting surfaces. 
• Choice of grooved or flat cook surfaces.
• Combo grooved/flat sections (twin models only).

Control Choices:
• Lang ChefSeries – advanced solid-state digital controller ,

digital readout and integrated four channel timer per 
toasting surface.  300° to 500°F temperature range.

• PB Series – independent thermostat control and 15-minute
timer for each side.

Standard Features:
• High density cast iron griddle plates.
• Grooved surface designed for uniform marking.
• Easy-lift cantilevered upper plate lift/handle.
• Individual upper & lower plate stop settings.
• Full width crumb tray.
• Stable, stainless steel cabinet base.
• Ease of installation — no vent hood required.
• Standard ON-SITE 2-year Parts & Labor Warranty.

Lang ChefSeries PaneBella Sandwich Toaster shown with
solid-state digital controller heats quickly to melt cheese,
toast, and mark breads & vegetables.



Hospital foodservice is critical to the well being of
patients; the morale of staff; and the comfort and
confidence of visitors.

The language of 
Hospitals...

• Ever-increasing emphasis on employee/visitor meals.
• Labor issues require simplicity of operation.
• Consistent, high-quality nutrition requirement.

Lang offers traditional electric ranges and deck ovens.  Electric range
tops are available with either conventional or convection ovens, plus
your choice of griddle, hot top and French plate top sections.

A RANGE OF OVEN
ALTERNATIVES
A range is often a key component in institutional kitchens.

While specialized, single-function equipment has its place; a range
top/oven base is flexible, dependable and efficient. Lang offers one
of  the widest choices in range sizes, tops and bases, designed to fit
your menu production needs.

If  your kitchen requirements call for a Deck Oven, look to
Lang.  From bake and roast pan sizes to multi-deck requirements, 
Lang Deck Ovens have been engineered to perform.  Oven 
chambers have been height engineered to easily stack.  Each deck
features three heat switches providing greater heat control.  Heavy-
duty doors provide a functional loading platform.

When the job calls for an electric range or deck oven, call on 
the company that speaks the language. Lang.

Models & Top Configurations:
• Space-saving 30" models with gas or electric tops.
• 36”, 60” wide models, plus 12” Add-A-Sections.
• Conventional ovens, convection ovens or a 

cabinet base.
• Convection oven base models include 

side-opening doors with viewing windows.
• Griddles, Hot Plates & French Plates.
• Grooved griddle option, 

for more versatility.



• Convection Ovens
• Deck Ovens
• MicroBakery Systems
• Griddles, including the ChefSeries™

• PaneBella®/Panini Sandwich Toaster
• Clamshell® 2-Sided Cooking
• Weight-of-the-Plate Cheesemelters
• Salamander Broilers
• Charbroilers 
• Electric Ranges
• Electric Fryers
• Correctional Packages
• Marine Cooking Equipment

A new language of performance.
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